Facial plastic and reconstructive surgery is a remarkably diverse specialty, ranging from maxillofacial trauma and reconstruction to facial rejuvenation, rhinoplasty, cleft surgery, microvascular surgery, facial cosmetic procedures, and pain control. It is unique among surgical specialties due to changing trends, racial, and regional ethnic preferences that influence what is considered an esthetic result. Complications in general surgery. E Panieri. INTRODUCTION. A surgeon takes on an enormous responsibility whenever performing an operation. There is little more devastating in medicine than an elective operation followed by death or significant morbidity. It is therefore basic surgical practice to evaluate the risks of each procedure, and consider them against the proposed benefits. The prevention of complications, as well as their early recognition and treatment play a major role in the management of a patient during the perioperative period. All operations may have complications. These range [Russian classification edition of complications in surgery]. Vestn Khir Im I I Grek. 2014;173(2):86-91. [Article in Russian]. Authors. A M Kazarian, A L Akopov, B Rosok, N D Postriganova, B Edvin. PMID: 25055544. No abstract available. MeSH terms. Complications of Dermatologic Surgery. Prevention and Treatment. Editors. (view affiliations). Marwali Harahap. Book. 26 Citations. 921 Downloads. Log in to check access. Buy eBook. EUR 93.08. This book addresses dermatologic surgeons in practice or in training and to surgeons in other specialties who may be required to undertake repair of skin defects. Many of the authors accepted the responsibility of contributing to this work in addition to their many other obligations. For this, I am extremely grateful to them.